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Visibility and the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer
conjecture for analytic rank zero
Amod Agashe ∗
Abstract
Let E be an optimal elliptic curve over Q of conductor N having
analytic rank zero, i.e., such that the L-function LE(s) of E does not
vanish at s = 1. Suppose there is another optimal elliptic curve over Q
of the same conductor N whose Mordell-Weil rank is greater than zero
and whose associated newform is congruent to the newform associated
to E modulo an integer r. The theory of visibility then shows that
under certain additional hypotheses, r divides the product of the order
of the Shafarevich-Tate group of E and the orders of the arithmetic
component groups of E. We extract an explicit integer factor from
the the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjectural formula for the prod-
uct mentioned above, and under some hypotheses similar to the ones
made in the situation above, we show that r divides this integer factor.
This provides theoretical evidence for the second part of the Birch and
Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture in the analytic rank zero case.
1 Introduction
Let N be a positive integer. Let X0(N) be the modular curve over Q
associated to Γ0(N), and let J = J0(N) denote the Jacobian of X0(N),
which is an abelian variety over Q. Let T denote the Hecke algebra, which
is the subring of endomorphisms of J0(N) generated by the Hecke operators
(usually denoted Tℓ for ℓ ∤ N and Up for p | N). If f is a newform of
weight 2 on Γ0(N), then let If = AnnTf and let Af denote the associated
newform quotient J/IfJ , which is an abelian variety over Q. Let π denote
the quotient map J→J/IfJ = Af . By the analytic rank of f , we mean
the order of vanishing at s = 1 of L(f, s). The analytic rank of Af is then
the analytic rank of f times the dimension of Af . Now suppose that the
∗This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under
Grant No. 0603668.
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newform f has integer Fourier coefficients. Then Af is an elliptic curve, and
we denote it by E instead. Since E has dimension one, its analytic rank is
the same as that of f .
Now suppose that LE(1) 6= 0 (i.e., f has analytic rank zero). Then
by [KL89], E has Mordell-Weil rank zero, and the Shafarevich-Tate groupX(E)
of E is finite. Let E denote the Ne´ron model of E over Z and let E0 denote
the largest open subgroup scheme of E in which all the fibers are connected.
Let ΩE denote the volume of E(R) with respect to the measure given by a
generator of the rank one Z-module of invariant differentials on E . If p is a
prime number, then the group of Fp-valued points of the quotient EFp/E
0
Fp
is called the (arithmetic) component group of A and its order is denoted
cp(A). Throughout this article, we use the symbol
?
= to denote a conjec-
tural equality.
Considering that LE(1) 6= 0, the second part of the Birch and Swinnerton-
Dyer conjecture says the following:
Conjecture 1.1 (Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer).
LE(1)
ΩE
?
=
|X(E)| ·
∏
p|N
cp(E)
|E(Q)|2
. (1)
It is known that LE(1)/ΩE is a rational number. The importance of the
second part of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture is that it gives a
conjectural value of |X(E)| in terms of the other quantities in (1) (which
can often be computed). Let us denote this conjectural value of |X(E)|
by |X(E)|an (where “an” stands for “analytic”). The theory of Euler sys-
tems has been used to bound |X(E)| from above in terms |X(Af )|an as
in the work of Kolyvagin and of Kato (e.g., see [Rub98, Thm 8.6]). Also,
the Eisenstein series method is being used by Skinner-Urban (as yet un-
published) to try to show that |X(Af )|an divides |X(E)|. In both of the
methods above, one may have to stay away from certain primes.
The conjectural formula (1) may be rewritten as follows:
|E(Q)|2 ·
LE(1)
ΩE
?
= |X(E)| ·
∏
p|N
cp(E) . (2)
We shall refer to the formula above as the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer con-
jectural formula.
Now suppose that f is congruent modulo a prime p to another new-
form g that has integer Fourier coefficients and whose associated elliptic
curve has positive Mordell-Weil rank. Let r denote the highest power of p
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modulo which this congruence holds. Then the theory of visibility (e.g., as
in [CM00]) often shows that r divides |X(E)| ·
∏
p|N
cp(E), the right side
of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjectural formula (2); we give precise
results along these lines in Section 2. When this happens, the conjectural
formula (2) says that r should also divide the left side of (2), which is
|E(Q)|2 · LE(1)ΩE (since it is not known that the rational number |E(Q)|
2 · LE(1)ΩE
is an integer, what we mean here and henceforth is that the order at p of
this rational number is at least ordpr). In Section 3, we show that this
does happen under somewhat similar hypotheses. In Section 4, we give the
proof of our main result (Theorem 3.2); in the proof, we actually extract an
explicit integer factor from |E(Q)|2 · LE(1)ΩE , and under certain hypotheses,
we show that r divides this integer factor. The reader who is interested in
seeing only the precise statements of our main results may read Sections 2
and 3, skipping proofs. In each section, we continue to use the notation
introduced in earlier sections (unless mentioned otherwise).
We remark that the results of this article are very analogous to the
results obtained in [Aga09], where we treated the case where E had ana-
lytic rank one. We also take the opportunity to point out some mistakes
in [Aga09] (see Remark 4.4). Finally, our results for the case where r = p
(i.e., if f and g are congruent modulo p, but not modulo p2), are covered to
some extent in [Aga]. In fact, the present article arose from our efforts to
generalize some of the results in [Aga].
Acknowledgements: We are grateful to M. Emerton for pointing out some
errors related to the statement of Lemma 4.3 in an earlier version of this
article.
2 Visibility and the right side of the Birch and
Swinnerton-Dyer conjectural formula
Let F denote the elliptic curve associated to the newform g. If A is an
abelian variety, then we denote its dual abelian variety by A∨. If h is a
newform of weight 2 on Γ0(N), then by taking the dual of the quotient
map J0(N)→Ah and using the self-duality of J0(N), we may view A
∨
h as
an abelian subvariety of J0(N). In particular, we may view E
∨ and F∨ as
abelian subvarieties of J0(N). We say that a maximal ideal m of T satisfies
multiplicity one if J0(N)[m] is two dimensional over T/m. Consider the
following hypothesis on p:
(*) if m is a maximal ideal of T with residue characteristic p and m is in the
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support of J0(N)[If + Ig], then m satisfies multiplicity one.
The following lemma is Lemma 2.1 from [Aga09]; we repeat the state-
ment here since we shall refer to it several times.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose p is odd, and either
(i) p ∤N or
(ii) p||N and E[p] or F [p] is irreducible.
Then p satisfies hypothesis (*).
Proposition 2.2. (i) Suppose that p is coprime to
N · |(J0(N)/F
∨)(Q)tor| · |F (Q)tor| ·
∏
ℓ|N
(
cℓ(F ) · cℓ(E)
)
.
Then r divides |X(E)|. If moreover we assume the parity conjecture, then
r2 divides |X(E)|.
(ii) Suppose that p is odd, that E[p] and F [p] are irreducible, and that p does
not divide
N · |(J0(N)/F
∨)(Q)tor| · |F (Q)tor|.
Then p divides |X(E)| ·
∏
p|N
cp(E), the right hand side of the Birch and
Swinnerton-Dyer formula (2). If we assume moreover that f is not con-
gruent modulo a prime ideal over p to a newform of a level dividing N/ℓ
for some prime ℓ that divides N (for Fourier coefficients of index coprime
to Np), and that either p ∤ N or for all primes ℓ that divide N , p ∤ (ℓ− 1),
then p divides |X(E/Q)|.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.1 in [Aga09]. Both
parts of the proposition above follow essentially from Theorem 3.1 of [AS02],
which uses the theory of visibility. For Part (i), take A = E∨, B = F∨, and
n = r in [AS02, Thm. 3.1], and note that F∨[r] ⊆ E∨ by Lemma 2.1
and [Aga09, Lemma 2.2] (for the application of Lemma 2.1, note that p ∤
N by hypothesis, and for the application of Lemma 2.2 of [Aga09], note
that the analytic ranks of f and g do not play any role in the proof of
Lemma 2.2 of loc. cit.). Then [AS02, Thm. 3.1] says that there is a map
F∨(Q)/rF∨(Q)→X(E∨), whose kernel has order at most r raised to the
power the Mordell-Weil rank of E. Since F has Mordell-Weil rank higher
than E, we see that r divides |X(E)|. Since r is odd, and f and g are
congruent modulo r, we see that f and g have the same eigenvalue under
the Atkin-Lehner involution, and hence the same sign in their functional
equations. Thus if we assume the parity conjecture, then F∨ has Mordell-
Weil rank at least that of E plus two, and so by the discussion involving
[AS02, Thm. 3.1] above, r2 divides |X(E)|. This proves Part (i).
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For the first statement in Part (ii), take A = E∨, B = F∨, and n = p
in [AS02, Thm. 3.1], and note that the congruence of f and g modulo p
forces F∨[p] = E∨[p] by [Rib90, Thm. 5.2] (cf. [CM00, p. 20]). For the
second statement in Part (ii), note that the additional hypotheses imply
that p does not divide cℓ(E) or cℓ(F ) for any prime ℓ that divides N , as we
now indicate. By [Eme03, Prop. 4.2], if p divides cℓ(E) for some prime ℓ that
divides N , then for some maximal ideal m of T having characteristic p and
containing If , either ρm is finite or reducible (here, ρm is the canonical two
dimensional representation associated to m, e.g., as in [Rib90, Prop. 5.1]).
Since E[p] is irreducible, this can happen only if ρm is finite. But this is
not possible by [Rib90, Thm. 1.1], in view of the hypothesis that f is not
congruent modulo p to a newform of a level dividingN/ℓ for any prime ℓ that
divides N (for Fourier coefficients of index coprime to Np), and either p ∤ N
or for all primes ℓ that divide N , p ∤ (ℓ− 1). Thus p does not divide cℓ(E)
for any prime ℓ that divides N . Similarly, p does not divide cℓ(F ) for
any prime ℓ that divides N , considering that the hypothesis that f is not
congruent modulo p to a newform of a level dividing N/ℓ for any prime ℓ
that divides N (for Fourier coefficients of index coprime to Np) applies to
g as well, since g is congruent to f modulo p. This finishes the proof of the
proposition.
See [CM00] or [AS05] for examples where the theory of visibility proves
the existence of non-trivial elements of the Shafarevich-Tate group of an
elliptic curve of analytic rank zero.
3 Congruences and the left side of the Birch and
Swinnerton-Dyer conjectural formula
Considering that under certain hypotheses, the theory of visibility (more
precisely Proposition 2.2(i)) implies that r divides |X(E)|, which divides the
right hand side of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjectural formula (2),
under similar hypotheses, one should be able to show that r also divides
|E(Q)|2 ·LE(1)ΩE , which is the left hand side of (2). The theory of Euler systems
says under certain hypotheses that the order of X(E) divides its Birch
and Swinnerton-Dyer conjectural order (e.g., as in the work of Kolyvagin
and Kato). Thus, in conjunction with Proposition 2.2(i), the theory of
Euler systems shows that under certain additional hypotheses, r does divides
|E(Q)|2 · LE(1)ΩE . For example, we have the following:
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Proposition 3.1. Suppose that p is coprime to
2 ·N · |(J0(N)/F
∨)(K)tor| · |F (K)tor| ·
∏
ℓ|N
(
cℓ(F ) · cℓ(E)
)
.
Assume that the image of the absolute Galois group of Q acting on E[p] is
isomorphic to GL2(Z/pZ). Then r divides |E(Q)|
2 · LE(1)ΩE and the Birch
and Swinnerton-Dyer conjectural order of X(E). If moreover we assume
the parity conjecture, then r2 divides |E(Q)|2 · LE(1)ΩE and the Birch and
Swinnerton-Dyer conjectural order of X(E).
Proof. Proposition 2.2(i), which uses the theory of visibility, implies that r
divides |X(E)|, and that r2 divides |X(E)| if we assume the parity conjec-
ture. The result now follows by [SW08, Theorem 13], which uses the theory
of Euler systems and is an extension of a theorem of Kato.
The pullback of a generator of the rank one Z-module of invariant differ-
entials on the Ne´ron model of E to X0(N) (under the modular parametriza-
tion) is a multiple of the differential 2πif(z)dz by a rational number; this
number is called the Manin constant of E, and we shall denote it by cE. It
is conjectured that cE is one, and one knows that cE is an integer, and that
if p is a prime such that p2 ∤ 4N , then p does not divide cE (by [Maz78,
Cor. 4.1] and [AU96, Thm. A]).
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that p is odd and satisfies the hypothesis (*). As-
sume that f and g are not congruent modulo a prime ideal over p to any
other newforms of level dividing N (for Fourier coefficients of index coprime
to Np). Suppose that either p2 ∤N or that the Manin constant cE is one (as
is conjectured). Then r2 divides |E(Q)|2 · LE(1)ΩE , the left side of the Birch
and Swinnerton-Dyer conjectural formula (2).
We shall prove this theorem in Section 4.
Corollary 3.3. Suppose that p is odd, that f and g are not congruent mod-
ulo a prime ideal over p to any other newforms of level dividing N (for
Fourier coefficients of index coprime to Np), and that either
(a) p ∤N or
(b) p||N and E[p] or F [p] is irreducible.
Then r2 divides |E(Q)|2 · LE(1)ΩE and the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjec-
tural order of X(E).
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Proof. The statement that r2 divides |E(Q)|2 · LE(1)ΩE follows from the the-
orem above, considering that the hypothesis (*) is satisfied, in view of
Lemma 2.1. By the hypothesis that f and g are not congruent modulo
a prime ideal over p to any other newforms of level dividing N (for Fourier
coefficients of index coprime to Np), as explained in the proof of Propo-
sition 2.2(ii), p does not divide cℓ(E) for any prime ℓ. Hence, by (2), r
2
divides the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjectural order of X(E).
In view of Proposition 2.2, Corollary 3.3 provides theoretical evidence
towards the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjectural formula (2). Corol-
lary 3.3 may also be compared to the similar Proposition 3.1 that uses the
theory of visibility and the theory of Euler systems. Note that in Corol-
lary 3.3, we do not assume the following hypotheses of Proposition 3.1: p ∤N
(although we do need that p2 ∤N), p does not divide |F (K)tor| ·
∏
ℓ|N
(
cℓ(F ) ·
cℓ(E)
)
, and the image of the absolute Galois group of Q acting on E[p]
is isomorphic to GL2(Z/pZ). Moreover, Corollary 3.3 gives the stronger
conclusion that the square of r divides |E(Q)|2 · LE(1)ΩE and the Birch and
Swinnerton-Dyer conjectural order of X(E) without assuming the parity
conjecture. However, in Corollary 3.3, we do have the extra hypothesis that
f and g are not congruent modulo a prime ideal over p to any other newforms
of level dividing N (for Fourier coefficients of index coprime to Np). This
hypothesis is used only via Lemma 4.3, and so if it could be removed from
that lemma, then it can be removed from Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3.
In any case, our proof of Theorem 3.2 does not use the theory of visibility
or the theory of Euler systems, and is much more elementary than either
theories. In fact, our approach may be considered an alternative to the the-
ory of Euler systems in the context where the theory of visibility predicts
non-triviality of Shafarevich-Tate groups for analytic rank zero.
4 Proof of Theorem 3.2
We work in slightly more generality in the beginning and assume that f
and g are any newforms (whose Fourier coefficients need not be integers),
with f having analytic rank zero and g having analytic rank greater than
zero. Thus the associated newform quotients Af and Ag need not be elliptic
curves, but we will still denote them by E and F (respectively) for simplicity
of notation.
Recall that Ig = AnnTg. Let J
′ = J/(If ∩ Ig)J and let π
′′ denote the
quotient map J→J ′. Then the quotient map J
π
→ E factors through J ′;
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let π′ denote the map J ′→E in this factorization. Let F ′ denote the ker-
nel of π′. Let E′ denote the image of E∨ ⊆ J in J ′ under the quotient
map π′′ : J→J ′. Let B denote the kernel of the projection map π : J→E; it
is the abelian subvariety IfJ of J . We have the following diagram, in which
the two sequences of four arrows are exact (one horizontal and one upwards
diagonal):
F∨  q
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
E∨ _

∼
""E
EE
EE
EE
E
0
0 // B

// J
π //
π′′

E //
??
        
0
J ′
""E
EE
EE
EE
EE
π′
<<yyyyyyyyy
F ′
;;wwwwwwwww
F
0
>>}}}}}}}}
Now F ′ is connected, since it is a quotient of B (as a simple dia-
gram chase above shows) and B is connected. Thus, by looking at dimen-
sions, one sees that F ′ is the image of F∨ under π′′. Since the composite
F∨ →֒ J→J ′→F is an isogeny, the quotient map J ′→F induces an isogeny
π′′(F∨) ∼ F , and hence an isogeny F ′ ∼ F . Let E′ denote π′′(E∨). Since
π induces an isogeny from E∨ to E, we see that π′ also induces an isogeny
from E′ to E.
Let ℑ denote the annihilator, under the action of T, of the divisor
(0)− (∞), considered as an element of J0(N)(C). We have an isomorphism
H1(X0(N),Z)⊗R
∼=
−→ HomC(H
0(X0(N),Ω
1),C),
obtained by integrating differentials along cycles (see [Lan95, § IV.1]). Let
e be the element of H1(X0(N),Z) ⊗ R that corresponds to the map ω 7→
−
∫
{0,i∞} ω under this isomorphism. It is called the winding element. By [Maz77,
II.18.6], we have ℑe ⊆ H1(X0(N),C) = H1(J0(N),C) (note that in loc. cit.,
the definition of ℑ is different and N is assumed to be prime; but the only
essential property of ℑ that is used in the proof is that ℑ annihilates the
divisor (0) − (∞), and the assumption that N is prime is not used). If φ is
a map of abelian varieties over Q, then we denote the induced map on the
first homology groups by φ∗.
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Lemma 4.1. π′′∗ (ℑe) ⊆ H1(E
′,Z).
Proof. Since J ′ is isogenous to E′⊕F ′, we have H1(J
′,Z)⊗Q ∼= H1(E
′,Z)⊗
Q ⊕ H1(F
′,Z) ⊗Q. Viewing π′′∗ (ℑe) as a subset of H1(J
′,Z) ⊗Q, it suf-
fices to show that π′′∗ (ℑe) ∩ (H1(F
′,Z) ⊗ Q) = 0. Suppose x ∈ π′′∗ (ℑe) ∩
(H1(F
′,Z) ⊗Q); we need to show that then x = 0. For some integer n, we
have nx ∈ H1(F
′,Z), and for some t ∈ ℑ, we have tπ′′∗ (e) = nx. Let ω be a
differential over Q on F ′, which we may view as a differential on J ′. Then
π′′∗(ω), when viewed as a differential on X0(N), is of the form 2πih(z)dz
for some h in S2(Γ0(N),Q)[Ig]. Thus
∫
nx
ω =
∫
tπ′′∗ (e)
ω =
∫
te
2πih(z)dz =∫
e
2πi(th)(z)dz. Now th ∈ S2(Γ0(N),Q)[Ig], and so th is a Q-linear com-
bination of the Galois conjugates of g. Hence
∫
e
2πi(th)(z)dz is a Q-linear
combination of of
∫
e
2πigσ(z)dz = L(gσ , 1) for various conjugates gσ of g,
where σ ∈ Gal(Q/Q). Since g has positive analytic rank, L(g, 1) = 0, and so
L(gσ , 1) = 0 for all σ ∈ Gal(Q/Q), e.g., by [GZ86, Cor. V.1.3]. Thus, by the
discussion above, we see that
∫
nx
ω = 0 for every differential ω over Q on F ′,
and so nx = 0 in H1(F
′,Z)⊗Q. Hence x = 0, as was to be shown.
There is a complex conjugation involution acting onH1(X0(N),C), and
if G is a group on which it induces an involution, then by G+ we mean the
subgroup of elements of G fixed by the involution. It is easy to see that e is
fixed by the complex conjugation involution, and so by Lemma 4.1, we have
π′′∗ (ℑe) ⊆ H1(E
′,Z)+. The following is an analog of [Aga, Theorem 3.2]:
Proposition 4.2. Up to a power of 2,
cE · c∞(E) ·
LE(1)
ΩE
=
| H1(J
′,Z)+
H1(F ′,Z)++H1(E′,Z)+
| · |H1(E
′,Z)++H1(F ′,Z)+
π′′∗ (ℑe)+H1(F
′,Z)+ |
|π∗(Te)/π∗(ℑe)|
. (3)
Proof. By [Aga, Thm. 2.1], we have
LE(1)
ΩE
=
[H1(Af ,Z)
+ : π∗(Te)]
cE · c∞(E)
, (4)
where [H1(Af ,Z)
+ : π∗(Te)] denotes the absolute value of the determi-
nant of an automorphism of H1(Af ,Q) that takes the lattice H1(Af ,Z)
+
isomorphically onto the lattice π∗(Te). Now π
′′
∗ and π
′
∗ are both surjective,
since the kernels of π′′ and π′ (respectively) are connected. ThusH1(E,Z) =
π′∗(H1(J
′,Z)). Putting this in (4), and considering that π′′∗ (ℑe) ⊆ H1(J
′,Z)+
(since ℑe ⊆ H1(J0(N),C)
+), we get
cE · c∞(E) ·
LE(1)
ΩE
= [π′∗(H1(J
′,Z))+ : π∗(Te)] =
|π′∗(H1(J
′,Z))+/π′∗(π
′′
∗ (ℑe))|
|π∗(Te)/π∗(ℑe)|
. (5)
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The long exact sequence of homology associated to the short exact
sequence 0→F ′→J ′→E→0 is:
. . .→H1(F
′,Z)→H1(J
′,Z)
π′∗→ H1(E,Z)→0→ . . .
Thus H1(F
′,Z) ⊆ ker(π′∗).
Claim: H1(F
′,Z) = ker(π′∗).
Proof. Since H1(F
′,Z) is saturated in H1(J
′,Z), it suffices to show that
H1(F
′,Z) ⊗ Q = ker(π′∗) ⊗ Q, i.e., that the free abelian groups H1(F
′,Z)
and ker(π′∗) have the same rank. But
rank(ker(π′∗)) = 2 · dim J
′ − 2 · dimE
= 2 · dimQ S2(Γ0(N),Q)[If ∩ Ig]− 2 · dimQ S2(Γ0(N),Q)[If ]
= 2 · dimQ S2(Γ0(N),Q)[Ig] = 2 · dimQ F
′ = rank(H1(F
′,Z)).
This proves the claim.
The kernel of the natural map H1(J
′,Z)→π′∗(H1(J
′,Z))/π′∗(π
′′
∗ (ℑe)) is
ker(π′∗) + π
′′
∗ (ℑe) = H1(F
′,Z) + π′′∗(ℑe), by the claim above Thus up to a
power of 2,
|π∗(H1(J
′,Z))+/π′∗(π
′′
∗ (ℑe))| =
∣∣∣
H1(J
′,Z)+
H1(F ′,Z)+ + π′′∗(ℑe)
∣∣∣. (6)
In view of Lemma 4.1,
∣∣∣
H1(J
′,Z)+
H1(F ′,Z)+ + π′′∗ (ℑe)
∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣
H1(J
′,Z)+
H1(F ′,Z)+ +H1(E′,Z)+
∣∣∣ ·
∣∣∣
H1(E
′,Z)+ +H1(F
′,Z)+
π′′∗(ℑe) +H1(F
′,Z)+
∣∣∣. (7)
Putting (7) in (6), and then putting the result in (5), we get the formula in
the proposition.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that p satisfies hypothesis (*), and assume that f
and g have integer Fourier coefficients (so E∨ and F∨ are elliptic curves).
Assume moreover that f and g are not congruent modulo a prime ideal
over p to any other newforms of level dividing N (for Fourier coefficients of
index coprime to Np). Then E′[r] = F ′[r], and both are direct summands
of E′ ∩ F ′ as Gal(Q/Q)-modules.
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Proof. By the proof of [Aga09, Lemma 2.2], (E∨∩F∨)[p∞] = E∨[r] = F∨[r].
The kernels of the surjective maps E∨→E′, F∨→F ′, and E∨ ∩F∨→E′ ∩F ′
that are induced by π′′ are all contained in J ′∨ ∩ IJ . By [ARS06, Theo-
rem 3.6(a)] with A = J ′∨, if a prime ℓ divides the order of J ′∨ ∩ IJ , then
ℓ divides the congruence exponent of J ′∨ (with notation as in loc. cit.).
By the hypothesis that f and g are not congruent modulo a prime ideal
over p to any other newforms of level dividing N (for Fourier coefficients
of index coprime to Np), the congruence exponent of J ′∨ is coprime to p.
Hence the kernels of the maps mentioned above have orders coprime to p.
Thus the maps E∨→E′, F∨→F ′, and E∨ ∩ F∨→E′ ∩ F ′ are all isomor-
phisms on pn torsion points for any positive integer n (this can be seen,
e.g., by the snake lemma applied to the multiplication by pn map on the
corrsponding short exact sequence in each situation). In particular the maps
(E∨ ∩ F∨)[p∞]→(E′ ∩ F ′)[p∞], E∨[r]→E′[r], and F∨[r]→F ′[r] are isomor-
phisms. From this and the very first statement in this proof, we see that
(E′ ∩ F ′)[p∞] = E′[r] = F ′[r]. The lemma now follows from the conclusion
of the previous sentence.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Note that since F has positive Mordell-Weil rank, g
has positive analytic rank (by [KL89]), and so the discussion of this section
applies. By Proposition 4.2, we see that up to a power of 2,
|E(Q)|2 ·
LE(1)
ΩE
(8)
=
| H1(J
′,Z)+
H1(F ′,Z)++H1(E′,Z)+
| · |H1(E
′,Z)++H1(F ′,Z)+
π′′∗ (ℑe)+H1(F
′,Z)+
|
cE · c∞(E)
·
|E(Q)|
|π∗(Te)/π∗(ℑe)|
· |E(Q)|.
By Lemma 4.3, we see that r2 divides |E′ ∩ F ′|. By [Aga, Lemma 4.1], we
have | H1(J
′,Z)
H1(F ′,Z)+H1(E′,Z)
| = |E′∩F ′| . Hence r2 divides the term | H1(J
′,Z)+
H1(F ′,Z)++H1(E′,Z)+
|
on the right side of (8) (considering that | H1(J
′,Z)+
H1(F ′,Z)++H1(E′,Z)+
| differs from
| H1(J
′,Z)
H1(F ′,Z)+H1(E′,Z)
| by a power of 2 and that r is odd). The theorem now
follows from equation (8), in view of the facts that |π∗(Te)/π∗(ℑe)| divides
|E(Q)| (by [Aga, Lemma 3.3]), cE is coprime to p if p
2 ∤ N (by [Maz78,
Cor. 4.1]), and c∞(E) is a power of 2, hence coprime to r.
Remark 4.4. We would like to take the chance to make some corrections
to our earlier paper [Aga09]. First, the statement of the first part of Propo-
sition 3.1 of loc. cit. should read:
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Suppose that p is coprime to
N · |(J0(N)/F
∨)(K)tor| · |F (K)tor| ·
∏
ℓ|N
(
cℓ(F ) · cℓ(E)
)
.
Then r divides |X(E/K)|.
The proof of the statement above is identical to the proof of Part (i)
of Proposition 2.2 in this article, with Q replaced by K. As a result of this
correction, the statement of Proposition 4.1 of [Aga09] should change to:
Suppose that p is coprime to
2 ·N · |(J0(N)/F
∨)(K)tor| · |F (K)tor| ·
∏
ℓ|N
(
cℓ(F ) · cℓ(E)
)
.
Assume that the image of the absolute Galois group of Q acting on E[p] is
isomorphic to GL2(Z/pZ). Then r divides |E(K)/Zπ(P )|
2.
This claim follows from the corrected version of Proposition 3.1 men-
tioned above, and from the paragraph just after the statement of Theorem
1.1 in [Jet08].
Finally, in the fourth paragraph of Section 5 of loc. cit., we claimed
that “since E∨[r] = F∨[r] and both are direct summands of E∨ ∩ F∨
as Gal(Q/Q)-modules, on applying π′′ we find that E′[r] = F ′[r] and both
are direct summands of E′ ∩ F ′ as Gal(Q/Q)-modules”. Since it may not
be true that π′′(E∨[r]) = E′[r] or π′′(F∨[r]) = F ′[r], our claim was not
justified. The claim does hold however, by Lemma 4.3, under the extra
hypothesis that f and g are not congruent modulo a prime ideal over p
to any other newforms of level dividing N for Fourier coefficients of index
coprime to Np (note that in the proof of Lemma 4.3, the analytic or Mordell-
Weil ranks of f and g do not play any role). As a result, the statements
of Theorem 4.4, Corollary 4.5, and Corollary 4.6 of [Aga09] need the extra
hypothesis mentioned in the previous sentence to be sure that they are valid.
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